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“A page turner. . .Brooks is a master at bringing the past alive. . .in her skillful hands
the issues of the past echo our own deepest concerns: love and loss, drama and
tragedy, chaos and brutality.” – Alice Hoffman, The Washington Post A rich and utterly
absorbing novel about the life of King David, from the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of
People of the Book and March. With more than two million copies of her novels sold,
New York Times bestselling author Geraldine Brooks has achieved both popular and
critical acclaim. Now, Brooks takes on one of literature’s richest and most enigmatic
figures: a man who shimmers between history and legend. Peeling away the myth to
bring David to life in Second Iron Age Israel, Brooks traces the arc of his journey from
obscurity to fame, from shepherd to soldier, from hero to traitor, from beloved king to
murderous despot and into his remorseful and diminished dotage. The Secret Chord
provides new context for some of the best-known episodes of David’s life while also
focusing on others, even more remarkable and emotionally intense, that have been
neglected. We see David through the eyes of those who love him or fear him—from the
prophet Natan, voice of his conscience, to his wives Mikhal, Avigail, and Batsheva, and
finally to Solomon, the late-born son who redeems his Lear-like old age. Brooks has an
uncanny ability to hear and transform characters from history, and this beautifully
written, unvarnished saga of faith, desire, family, ambition, betrayal, and power will
enthrall her many fans.
For use in schools and libraries only. A loveable dog helps his human girl solve a
mystery. Kayla and Mason both got mysterious letters, written in code. What does
Kayla know? --The same person left both letters. It's someone she and Mason both
know. The two letters are the same, except for the second word.What does King know?
--Jillian left the letters. What do the letters say?
A 10-year-old boy opens a private detective agency and solves 10 baffling cases
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “This is one of those books that will go down as
the seminal work—the determinative work—in this field. . . . Terrifying.”—Rachel Maddow
The first definitive account of the rise and fall of the Secret Service, from the Kennedy
assassination to the alarming mismanagement of the Obama and Trump years, right up
to the insurrection at the Capitol on January 6—by the Pulitzer Prize winner and #1 New
York Times bestselling co-author of A Very Stable Genius and I Alone Can Fix It Carol
Leonnig has been reporting on the Secret Service for The Washington Post for most of
the last decade, bringing to light the secrets, scandals, and shortcomings that plague
the agency today—from a toxic work culture to dangerously outdated equipment to the
deep resentment within the ranks at key agency leaders, who put protecting the
agency’s once-hallowed image before fixing its flaws. But the Secret Service wasn’t
always so troubled. The Secret Service was born in 1865, in the wake of the
assassination of Abraham Lincoln, but its story begins in earnest in 1963, with the
death of John F. Kennedy. Shocked into reform by its failure to protect the president on
that fateful day in Dallas, this once-sleepy agency was radically transformed into an
elite, highly trained unit that would redeem itself several times, most famously in 1981
by thwarting an assassination attempt against Ronald Reagan. But this reputation for
courage and excellence would not last forever. By Barack Obama’s presidency, the
once-proud Secret Service was running on fumes and beset by mistakes and alarming
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lapses in judgment: break-ins at the White House, an armed gunman firing into the
windows of the residence while confused agents stood by, and a massive prostitution
scandal among agents in Cartagena, to name just a few. With Donald Trump’s arrival,
a series of promised reforms were cast aside, as a president disdainful of public service
instead abused the Secret Service to rack up political and personal gains. To explore
these problems in the ranks, Leonnig interviewed dozens of current and former agents,
government officials, and whistleblowers who put their jobs on the line to speak out
about a hobbled agency that’s in desperate need of reform. “I will be forever grateful to
them for risking their careers,” she writes, “not because they wanted to share
tantalizing gossip about presidents and their families, but because they know that the
Service is broken and needs fixing. By telling their story, they hope to revive the Service
they love.”
What if you inherited Sherlock Holmes's book of unsolved cases? Xena and Xander
Holmes have just discovered they're related to Sherlock Holmes and have inherited his
unsolved casebook! The siblings set out to solve the cases their famous ancestor
couldn't, starting with the mystery of a prized painting that vanished more than a
hundred years ago. Can two smart twenty-first-century kids succeed where Sherlock
Holmes could not? Modern technology meets the classic detective story in The
100-Year-Old Secret, the first in Tracy Barrett's terrific new mystery series that will
intrigue young sleuths everywhere!
Jesse is having problems with her bike, but luckily, there's a local contest to win a bike
taking place. To win, Jesse must use math skills to guess how many jelly beans are in a
big jar. Find out how Jesse uses math skills to create a secret formula to solve The
Secret in the Jelly Bean Jar.
Gifted Girls. Daring Dames. Marvelous Mysteries. The Secret Spy Society is back with
a new case to solve! After officially naming themselves the Petite Private Eyes, Peggy,
Rita, and Dot are ready to take on a new assignment from the Lady Spies. The Fashion
Twins, two local designers, have been robbed! When the girls go undercover to
investigate, they find themselves joining a curious scout troop run by a mysterious
scout leader. With the help of the Lady Spies and a feisty pet cheetah, will the girls
crack the case and make some new friends?
“An absolutely mesmerizing read. . . . Tana French is simply this: a truly great writer.”
—Gillian Flynn Read the New York Times bestseller by Tana French, author of the
forthcoming novel The Searcher and “the most important crime novelist to emerge in
the past 10 years” (The Washington Post). A year ago a boy was found murdered at a
girls? boarding school, and the case was never solved. Detective Stephen Moran has
been waiting for his chance to join Dublin’s Murder Squad when sixteen-year-old Holly
Mackey arrives in his office with a photo of the boy with the caption: “I KNOW WHO
KILLED HIM.” Stephen joins with Detective Antoinette Conway to reopen the
case—beneath the watchful eye of Holly’s father, fellow detective Frank Mackey. With
the clues leading back to Holly’s close-knit group of friends, to their rival clique, and to
the tangle of relationships that bound them all to the murdered boy, the private
underworld of teenage girls turns out to be more mysterious and more dangerous than
the detectives imagined.
Meet thirteen-year-old Agatha Oddly – a bold, determined heroine, and the star of a
stylish new detective series.
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Originally published: New York: Puffin Books, 2010.
INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER • A contemporary literary classic and "an
accomplished psychological thriller ... absolutely chilling" (Village Voice), from the
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Goldfinch. Under the influence of their charismatic
classics professor, a group of clever, eccentric misfits at an elite New England college
discover a way of thinking and living that is a world away from the humdrum existence
of their contemporaries. But when they go beyond the boundaries of normal morality
their lives are changed profoundly and forever, and they discover how hard it can be to
truly live and how easy it is to kill.
Famous archaeologist Lord Somerville leads a quiet life behind high walls, but is he
keeping something out—or in? Things are looking up for Peter Wyatt. Now promoted to
inspector and in possession of his own office, the sharp young detective is giving
Andrew Tillet a tour of Scotland Yard when they run into an old friend—someone who
Andrew is surprised to see again the next morning talking to police in front of Lord
Somerville’s villa. He’s even more surprised a week later, when he learns that this
man has been murdered. Andrew and the fearless Sara Wiggins are determined to find
out what’s inside the mysterious villa. With the help of Sara’s acting skills and a young
French chimney sweep named Pierre, the sleuths begin to piece together the clues,
which point to blackmail and a family secret . . . one that someone is willing to kill to
conceal.
On the basis of a clue found in a library book, the McGurk detectives search for the
perpetrator and the victim of a crime they think will be committed in three days.
Encyclopedia Brown and the Case of the Secret PitchPenguin
Vivia is a hag, one of the last of her race, and can die, visit the underworld and return at
will. She has a job she loves-helping London's most vulnerable supernaturals, even if
her colleague Malcolm drives her round the bend on a daily basis. Then Malcolm is
outed as a zombie and, along with his teenage son Ben, flees the police. When
Malcolm is captured, he is only able to pass on one message before his dead brain
degrades completely: 'He killed me.'As Ben remains missing, the police find decadesold corpses hidden near Malcolm's house, and Vivia begins to realise there's a lot more
at stake than just a possible zompocalypse...
Nancy Drew's keen mind is tested when she searches for a missing will.

The tenth-anniversary edition of the book that changed lives in profound ways,
now with a new foreword and afterword. In 2006, a groundbreaking featurelength film revealed the great mystery of the universe—The Secret—and, later that
year, Rhonda Byrne followed with a book that became a worldwide bestseller.
Fragments of a Great Secret have been found in the oral traditions, in literature,
in religions and philosophies throughout the centuries. For the first time, all the
pieces of The Secret come together in an incredible revelation that will be lifetransforming for all who experience it. In this book, you’ll learn how to use The
Secret in every aspect of your life—money, health, relationships, happiness, and
in every interaction you have in the world. You’ll begin to understand the hidden,
untapped power that’s within you, and this revelation can bring joy to every
aspect of your life. The Secret contains wisdom from modern-day teachers—men
and women who have used it to achieve health, wealth, and happiness. By
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applying the knowledge of The Secret, they bring to light compelling stories of
eradicating disease, acquiring massive wealth, overcoming obstacles, and
achieving what many would regard as impossible.
When the American Bar Association recreated the trial of Ethel and Julius
Rosenberg on the fortieth anniversary of their execution, the jury acquitted the
"mock Rosenbergs," finding that in today's courts they would not have been
convicted of espionage. The 1950s trial of the Rosenbergs on charges of "Atomic
Spying" and "stealing the secrets of the Atomic bomb" was a major event of Cold
War America, galvanizing public opinion on all sides of the question. Secret
Agents presents essays by lawyers, cultural critics, social historians and
historians of science, as well as a reconsideration of the Rosenbergs by their
younger son, Robert Meeropol. Secret Agents gives new resonance to a history
we have for too long been willing to forget.
SOBOL/ENCYC BROWN AND THE CASE
Maisie is intrigued by a new lodger, Mr Fred Grange, who isn't quite what he
seemsa Mr Grange claims to work as a clerk for a biscuit company, but he's out
and about on the London streets at odd hours, and Maisie soon discovers
something very precious hidden in his rooms. Determined to unmask him as a
thief, she soon discovers that the truth is far more complicated - and dangerous.
Before long, Maisie and her friends are led into a web of mystery lurking
undergrounda
A lovable dog helps his human girl solve a mystery. Kayla and Mason both got
mysterious letters, written in code. What does Kayla know? --The same person
left both letters. It's someone she and Mason both know. The two letters are the
same, except for the second word.What does King know? --Jillian left the letters.
What do the letters say?
A cold case murder, a grisly discovery, and a viper's nest of resentment, betrayal,
and dirty secrets converge in this mystery perfect for fans of Kathy Reichs and
Jayne Ann Krentz. It's been 12 years since Sandi Parkman went missing after
being dropped off at home by her schoolmate, Nick Larson, now the Sheriff of
Freeport, Michigan. When a construction crew unearths Sandi's bones--along
with Nick's letterman jacket and one of his hairs--Nick becomes suspect number
one in the murder. Dr. Emily Hartford, the daughter of Freeport's medical
examiner, is called in to investigate, but the case is about to get personal. Nick
was Emily's high school love, and now she has to either clear his name--or
contend that he's the killer. As she delves into the case, a host of other suspects
emerge: a coterie of Nick's jock friends from high school; Sandi's sister, Tiffany,
now a dancer at a local strip club; and James VanDerMuellen, a trust funder
who's recently returned to Freeport. As the autumn skies darken over Freeport
and the holiday season looms, Emily must sift through more than Sandi's brittle
bones to solve the case. Can she exonerate Nick--and rekindle their longsmoldering romance? The race is on to find the truth.
Encyclopedia Brown returns, and with his uncanny knack for trivia, he helps solve
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mysteries for the neighborhood kids through his detective agency. Readers can
join Encyclopedia as he solves 10 new and mysterious conundrums. Illustrations.
Two identical twin sisters - one a sexually repressed defense attorney, the other
a former libertine now living a respectable life in suburbia - are about to have
their darkest secrets revealed, to the men in their lives and to themselves. As one
sister prepares for the thorniest trial of her career and the other fends off ominous
advances from a construction worker laboring on the house next door, both find
themselves pushed to the edge, and confronted by discoveries about themselves
and their lovers that shock and disturb them.
Eight short mysteries follow the tradition of the Parker Brothers game, as readers
try to figure out the clues left by Mortimer Mustard, Samantha Scarlet, Polly
Peacock, Peter Plum, and others.
In the Art Institute of Chicago's miniature Thorne Rooms, the Thorne Rooms key
and a mysterious set of rings lead Ruthie and Jack to new historical eras and a
woman who went missing as a young girl.
The Hardys knew this was the signal for them to get out of the secret room - and
fast!
Now a Major Motion Pictured starring Julia Roberts, Nicole Kidman, and Chiwetel
Eijiofor Benjamín Chaparro is a man haunted by his past—a retired detective, he
remains obsessed with the decades-old case of the rape and murder of a young
woman in her own bedroom. As he revisits the details of the investigation, he is
reacquainted with his similarly long, unrequited love for Irene Hornos, then just
an intern, now a respected judge. Absorbing and masterfully crafted, The Secret
in Their Eyes is a meditation on the effects of the passage of time and unfulfilled
desire. Eduardo Sacheri’s tale is imbued with the subdued terror that
characterized the Dirty War of 1970s Argentina, and was made into the Academy
Award winning film of the same name in 2009. Julia Roberts, Nicole Kidman, and
Chiwetel Eijiofor now star in the English language depiction of this gripping story,
to be released in the Fall of 2015.
Harlow Bissenger Bancroft is head of a corporate empire and happily married.
None of his lawyers can help him however when a blackmailer threatens his
family’s future. After he calls upon Perry Mason for help, the blackmailer is found
dead.
Addresses key political issues from religion and political correctness to taxes and
global warming while denouncing current administrative agendas and explaining
why he has abandoned his liberal views.
Second-grade sleuth Jigsaw Jones gets another opportunity to solve a bizarre
mystery and join forces with his friend Mila to solve a baffling Valentine's Day
puzzle.
A lovable dog helps his human girl solve a mystery. Kayla made peanut butter
treats for Jillian’s new puppy Thor. But now the treats are missing. What does
Kayla know? —There are three treats missing. King was in the kitchen. King’s
breath doesn’t smell like peanut butter. What does King know? —There’s an
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intruder in the house. How will they solve the mystery?
Everyone's favorite kid sleuth is back to solve ten new confounding cases!
Encyclopedia Brown returns, and with his uncanny knack for trivia, he helps solve
mysteries for the neighborhood kids through his detective agency. But his dad is
also the chief of the police department, and every night Encyclopedia Brown
helps him solve his most puzzling crimes. Join Encyclopedia Brown here as he
solves ten new and mysterious conundrums, including a case of stolen
medallions, the secret of an old diary, a case of a shipwreck, and many more.
And with the clues given in each case, readers can solve these mysteries too!
Young mystery fans are invited to test their sleuthing skills while assisting the
Clue Club in solving eight mini-mysteries that take place at such places as a
campsite, the beach, a piano recital. Original.
Young readers are invited to test their sleuthing skills while assisting the Clue
Club in solving eight mini-mysteries that take place in such settings as a
campsite, the beach, and a piano recital.
The perfect series for kids who loved THE LEMONADE WAR series and are
ready for more mysteries! Edgar Award Nominee for Best Mystery! "With wit,
cunning, snappy dialogue and superior math skills, The Red Blazer Girls
represent the best of girl-detectives while still feeling relatable and real. Nancy
Drew would be right at home with this group." -- Huffington Post's 15 Greatest
Kid Detectives List It all began with The Scream. And ended with . . . well, if we
told you that, it wouldn’t be a mystery! But in between The Scream and The Very
Surprising Ending, three friends find themselves on a scavenger hunt set up for a
girl they never met, in search of a legendary ring reputed to grant wishes. Are
these sleuths in school uniforms modern-day equivalents of Nancy, Harriet, or
Scooby? Not really, they’re just three nice girls who decide to help out a weird
lady, and end up hiding under tables, tackling word puzzles and geometry
equations, and searching rather moldy storage rooms for “the stuff that dreams
are made of” (that’s from an old detective movie). Oh, and there’s A Boy, who
complicates things. As boys often do. Intrigued? The Red Blazer Girls offers a
fun, twisty adventure for those who love mystery, math (c’mon, admit it!), and a
modest measure of mayhem. Michael Beil, a New York City high school English
teacher and life-long mystery fan, delivers a middle-grade caper that's perfect for
middle-grade readers who have finished THE LEMONADE WAR series and are
ready for more advanced mysteries!
The tale begins over three-hundred years ago, when the Fair People—the goblins,
fairies, dragons, and other fabled and fantastic creatures of a dozen lands—fled
the Old World for the New, seeking haven from the ways of Man. With them
came their precious jewels: diamonds, rubies, emeralds, pearls... But then the
Fair People vanished, taking with them their twelve fabulous treasures. And they
remained hidden until now... Across North America, these twelve treasures, over
ten-thousand dollars in precious jewels in 1982 dollars, are buried. The key to
finding each can be found within the twelve full-color paintings and verses of THE
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SECRET. Are you smart enough? THE SECRET: A TREASURE HUNT was
published in 1982. The year before publication, the author and publisher Byron
Preiss had traveled to 12 locations in the continental U.S. (and possibly Canada)
to secretly bury a dozen ceramic casques. Each casque contained a small key
that could be redeemed for one of 12 jewels Preiss kept in a safe deposit box in
New York. The key to finding the casques was to match one of 12 paintings to
one of 12 poetic verses, solve the resulting riddle, and start digging. Since 1982,
only two of the 12 casques have been recovered. The first was located in Grant
Park, Chicago, in 1984 by a group of students. The second was unearthed in
2004 in Cleveland by two members of the Quest4Treasure forum.
Someone has broken into the safety depository at the Wilputte Bank & Trust, but
nothing has been stolen. Nancy is called in to investigate—and meets a couple of
robbers comparable to Bonnie and Clyde!
Read the series that's sold more than 2 million copies--if you dare! Warning: this
description has not been authorized by Pseudonymous Bosch. As much as he'd
love to sing the praises of his book (he is very vain), he wouldn't want you to hear
about his brave 11-year old heroes, Cass and Max-Ernest. Or about how a
mysterious box of vials, the Symphony of Smells, sends them on the trail of a
magician who has vanished under strange (and stinky) circumstances. And he
certainly wouldn't want you to know about the hair-raising adventures that follow
and the nefarious villains they face. You see, not only is the name of this book
secret, the story inside is, too. For it concerns a secret. A Big Secret.
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